Mathematical model of static platelet adhesion on a solid surface.
The scheme of platelet/surface interaction and a kinetic model of platelet adhesion on a solid surface are suggested. The elaborated approach takes into account the platelet activation by the surface and accumulation of free activated cells in the bulk of the liquid phase. This effect has an especially important role in static experimental conditions. The suggested model explains three types of adhesion kinetic curves, obtained in experiments in vitro: sigmoid curves with or without saturation and an exponential curve with saturation. According to the model, the curve shape is determined by material surface properties, platelet functionality, and experimental conditions of the platelet/surface interaction. The data of static platelet adhesion from platelet rich plasma on glass, siliconized glass, hexadecyltrichlorosilane monolayers, and low-density polyethylene are described mathematically with the proposed model. Numerical parameters are calculated from approximation of experimental data by the model. These parameters allow quantitative characterization of platelet interaction with the material surface.